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A study about Foxes which are characters of Kenji Miyazawa
―Relationship with folk tale―
TAKAHASHI Naomi
Summary
　First of all, this treatise focuses on“Tokkobe-Torako”, “Yukiwatari” and “Ibaraumi- shougakkou” which were 
written by Kenji Miyazawa. This compares foxes which are a character of Kenji Miyazawa’s tales and other folk 
tales, a study of why his fox characters seem to feel familiar to Japanese people.
　Differing from Kenji Miyazawa’s other conventional opuses, he depicted a different fox character in those 
three of his works. It may be true that his stories and character compositions were based on some old stories and 
folktales. In addition, it can be seen that those three works show us not only traditional compositions and stories 
but also his peculiar thoughts on trust, equality and causality between different creatures.
　I believe that the reason why Japanese people can read his unique foxes’ stories as friendly is that the 
characters contain many traditional compositions and characters which have become familiar to Japanese people 
for long as basic strictures.
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